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A Historical Myth? Matthew Flinders and the
Quest for a Strait
KENNETH MORGAN

This article takes issue with a recent argument, made by the late Rupert Gerritsen, that
Matthew Flinders deliberately concocted a myth about a north–south strait dividing
Australia in order to gain the attention and patronage of Sir Joseph Banks to support the
ﬁrst circumnavigation of Terra Australis in HMS Investigator in 1801–3. This article
argues that Flinders did not create a myth but based his arguments on contemporary views
that such a dividing strait might exist, backed up with cartographic evidence. Flinders’
achievements in connection with the circumnavigation reﬂected the analytical mind that led
him to search for a strait.

On 6 September 1800, the young naval lieutenant Matthew Flinders wrote the
most important letter of his career when he contacted Sir Joseph Banks, the President of the Royal Society, the most prestigious scientiﬁc body in Britain, about
the possibility of a large-scale expedition to survey Australia’s coastline. Flinders
was well aware that the shape and size of Australia were unknown to geographers and navigators, and that many parts of the continent were yet to be
mapped accurately.1 Flinders’ letter was prompted by the interest in such an
expedition shown by Banks and the naval ofﬁcer Philip Gidley King, soon to
become governor of New South Wales, in 1798/9. Both Banks and King had
already endorsed Flinders’ credentials as a suitable leader for the voyage.2 Flinders knew by January 1800 that the British government envisaged sending out
such an expedition, and that he might be made its commander.3
In September 1800 Flinders had just returned to England after ﬁve years at
Port Jackson, then a small, isolated British outpost in the southern hemisphere.
For much of his time in New South Wales, Flinders had been involved in
coastal exploration. Together with his friend George Bass in the sloop Norfolk,
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he had discovered Bass Strait and had circumnavigated Van Diemen’s Land,
proving for the ﬁrst time that it was an island. These were the most important
geographical discoveries about Australia since James Cook had examined the
east coast in 1770.4 Governor John Hunter of New South Wales sent back Flinders’ chart of Bass Strait to the Admiralty. It was received on 16 February 1800
and published by the London private cartographer Aaron Arrowsmith on 16
June 1800, before Flinders returned to England.5
Banks had sailed in Cook’s Endeavour and had an abiding interest in botany
and in possibilities for more extensive British settlement in New South Wales.
He promoted serious attempts to extend geographical and scientiﬁc knowledge,
and facilitated various voyages of exploration. Banks maintained an extensive
correspondence with an eclectic transnational network of people concerning
botanical specimens and scientiﬁc ideas, and he was frequently asked to
provide support in advance for voyages of exploration before more formal applications were made.6 At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Banks was virtually the ‘managing director’ of all British proposals concerning Australia.7 He
had met Flinders, albeit brieﬂy, and knew of Flinders’ work at Port Jackson
before receiving the letter of 6 September 1800.8 While Banks was contemplating
Flinders’ request, he was aware of the preparation of a rival voyage of exploration
in Australian waters by French vessels under the command of Nicolas Baudin.9
Flinders’ letter to Banks came at an opportune time, for Banks became anxious
that the French voyage, which he supported, would make new gains in natural
history before a British expedition could do so.10
Flinders’ letter to Banks suggested ways in which a voyage of discovery to
Australia could be arranged, based on his own experience in sailing in Australian
waters. Flinders proposed that the voyage should be a circumnavigation of Australia, an extensive, ambitious undertaking that had never yet been attempted.11
At the time, New Holland was the name given to Australia west of 135° longitude,
having been applied in 1644 by Abel Tasman in recognition of Dutch exploration
of Terra Australis. Australian territory east of 135° longitude was known as New
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South Wales, following Cook’s claiming of that territory for Britain in 1770 and
the British settlement of a penal colony there in 1788.12 No one knew before
1800 whether New Holland and New South Wales formed one landmass or comprised two separate landmasses.
Flinders’ letter of 6 September 1800 referred to his circumnavigation of Van
Diemen’s Land and his coastal surveys of New South Wales, and then emphasised
the importance of a further, more ambitious voyage to promote British imperial
interests and to extend knowledge of Australian geography and natural history.
Flinders referred to a conjecture that an extensive strait divided Australia via
the Gulf of Carpentaria.13 This reference, and the letter in general, whetted
Banks’ interest. Banks welcomed the communication from Flinders. At the beginning of 1800, he had liaised with Philip Gidley King about sending out the Lady
Nelson, under the command of James Grant, from England to Port Jackson.
Grant was instructed to hand over the ship to Flinders on arrival. Banks wrote
the instructions for the Lady Nelson’s voyage that outlined a mission to examine
and chart Australia’s coastline and to probe for any waterway that might divide
the mainland or allow access to the interior.14 Within a couple of months of
receiving Flinders’ letter of 6 September 1800, Banks was the leading promoter
of a new, more ambitious expedition to circumnavigate Australia with Flinders
as commander. This was the voyage of the Investigator, undertaken between
1801 and 1803.15
Flinders’ letter to Banks has recently attracted a critique. The late Rupert Gerritsen argued that Flinders deliberately concocted the notion of a mythical strait
through Australia in order to attract Banks’ attention and interest. Gerritsen
was an independent scholar with a strong interest in the exploration and cartography of Australia. In an essay entitled ‘Getting the Strait Facts Straight’, he
noted that Flinders was the ﬁrst person to refer in writing to such a strait, and
that he inﬂuenced the Admiralty and their advisers, including Banks, to pursue
the possibility of a strait dividing Australia into two separate landmasses even
though contemporary maps showed Australia’s coastline very much as we recognise it today, with no gaps in the Gulf of Carpentaria indicating the presence of
such a strait.16 Gerritsen supported his arguments with citations to other
people inﬂuenced by Flinders’ idea of a strait and with reference to maps from
the National Library of Australia’s collection to prove his cartographic point
about a continuous coastline for Australia. He contended that various historians
have accepted Flinders’ comments about the search for such a strait from one
book to another without questioning whether the remarks were based on deﬁnite
12
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information available at the time. Gerritsen concluded there is not enough evidence to demonstrate that the notion of a strait dividing Australia gained
popular currency in Britain and New South Wales circa 1800. He claimed that
Flinders perpetuated a myth in order to satisfy his own career ambitions.17 Gerritsen’s paper was considered sufﬁciently original in its ideas to be awarded the
Dorothy Prescott Prize of the Australian and New Zealand Map Society in 2012.
This article challenges this interpretation of Flinders’ quest for a north–south
strait by investigating these claims. It argues that Gerritsen was correct in identifying Flinders as instigating such a notion but that a number of other people of
importance also believed in the same idea. Therefore, the carrot dangled to
Banks in Flinders’ letter of 6 September 1800 was not mainly a case of a sole
person cannily advancing the notion of a north–south strait for his own career
advantage, even though there is no question that Flinders had ambitions for
naval advancement through his maritime explorations.18 These considerations
lead into another argument of this article, which is to demonstrate that Gerritsen
was incorrect in suggesting that Flinders’ quest for a strait contradicted contemporary cartographic evidence. I argue that Flinders’ pursuit of a strait was supported by cartography; that other inﬂuential people with whom he was in
contact also thought it worthwhile to search for a dividing strait; and that it is
too narrow a view of Flinders’ motives to single out one issue as the key to persuading Banks to instigate the Investigator expedition. My article ﬁnally suggests
that the reasons for a detailed maritime exploration of Australia’s shores were
much wider than the search for a strait, or an interpretation of cartographic evidence. It is important to establish these points because the Investigator expedition
was a major landmark in Australian maritime exploration.

I
The ﬁrst reference in writing to the possibility of a north–south strait dividing
Australia was made by Flinders, as Gerritsen suggested. Towards the end of his
‘Narrative of the expedition of the Colonial Sloop Norfolk’, Flinders reported
the discovery of Bass Strait on the voyage in 1798/9 and its advantages for navigators. He then added that, within a few years, it might be feasible to conﬁrm ‘the
veriﬁcation, or futility of the conjecture, that a still larger than Bass’s Strait dismembers New Holland’.19 Flinders submitted his ‘Narrative’ to Governor
17
18

19

Ibid.
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Norfolk”’, in Van Diemen’s Land Revealed: Flinders and Bass and Their Circumnavigation of the Island in
the Colonial Sloop Norfolk 1798–1799, ed. Dan Sprod (Hobart: Blubber Head Press, 2009), 63. This
quotation comes from a rewritten and expanded version of the journal that Flinders made some
time after the end of the voyage on 13 January 1799; the original manuscript version of the
journal has not survived. A letter from Flinders to George Bass, who also sailed on the voyage,
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Hunter who had a keen interest in the exploration of New South Wales. Hunter
was a skilled hydrographic surveyor who had charted Port Jackson, Broken Bay
and Botany Bay in 1788 and 1789. Hunter was keen to expand knowledge of the
environs of Sydney in order to promote British interests in New South Wales for
the future.20
A few months after Flinders and Bass had circumnavigated Van Diemen’s
Land, Hunter wrote a letter to Banks with his own further explanation of the
possibility that Australia might be divided by a major strait. This letter is not mentioned by Gerritsen, yet it is important because it offers a more extensive explanation than Flinders provided in his short remark. Hunter wrote:
Not yet having discovered any very extensive River in this Country, it may
not be improbable, it may hereafter be found to be divided from that part
which retains the name of New Holland by some Narrow Sea, which
may yet be Navigable. The Gulph of Carpentaria which is certainly not
known nor how far it may extend southward may in some degree
Warrant such a conjecture – it is to be hoped that Government will hereafter send ﬁt Vessels & proper Persons for such an examination.21

Hunter knew, as did Flinders, that no navigator had explored the Gulf of Carpentaria in the century-and-a-half since Tasman’s second voyage reached Terra Australis in 1644. This was partly because the Dutch concluded, after Tasman, that
they would not discover useful territories in Australia, but also because no
other European maritime explorers ventured near the gulf for such a long
period of time.22
Hunter wanted to follow up his supposition quickly. At the time of writing the
letter, in June 1799, he was ﬁtting out a sloop to send Flinders northwards to
investigate Hervey’s Bay, off the coast of modern Queensland, ‘which I have conceived from the largeness of the opening may shew us a large & extensive sea
within, or perhaps a Navigable river which may lead us some distance into the
interior of the Country’.23 Flinders duly made this voyage, again in the Norfolk,
and reported his ﬁndings: to his own disappointment he did not come across
any river of importance or ﬁnd an inland sea.24 After the voyage in the Norfolk
was concluded, Hunter wrote again to Banks to praise Flinders’ work as a
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maritime surveyor and to hope that the British government could continue the
examination of coastal Australia in a suitable vessel.25
As Gerritsen pointed out, Philip Gidley King, who succeeded Hunter as governor of New South Wales, also referred to the possibility of a strait dividing
Australia in two. On 28 September 1800, King explained in a letter to Banks
that he had sent the Lady Nelson under Grant on a coastal voyage of exploration
in New South Wales, ‘to solve the doubt whether the mountains are separated
from the other parts of New Holland by a sea or strait running from the Gulf of
Carpentaria into the Southern ocean, which is a favourite idea in this
country’.26 This comment was made at a time when exploration of the interior
of New South Wales had not penetrated far inland and the Blue Mountains
had not yet been crossed.27 King wrote another letter on 31 December 1800 to
the Secretary of the Admiralty in London in which he remarked that it was
‘the popular idea in this Colony that there is a communication between the
South Part of New Holland and its Northern Extremity, terminating by the
Gulph of Carpentaria which if so Insulates New South Wales’.28
Gerritsen omitted further evidence that King was strongly convinced that a
search should be made for a north–south strait. King was concerned to determine
the extent of the western boundary of New South Wales for strategic purposes: he
wanted to secure the colony against possible incursions by the French.29 He
therefore persisted in the quest for a dividing strait through Australia. In March
1801, King sent Grant on a second voyage in the Lady Nelson, accompanied by
the surveyor ensign Francis Barrallier. King wrote to Banks to explain that the
voyage was necessary before a conclusive chart could be made.30 After Grant
and Barrallier had charted the southern coast of what was then New South
Wales, King stated that ‘the conjecture of N. S. Wales being insulated from
New Holland still remains undecided’. However, Grant’s ﬁnding that there was
no opening between Wilsons Promontory, the southeastern end of New South
Wales, and Western Port, on the coast of modern Victoria, ‘does away with the
supposed opening between these points, which was presumed might be the
southern entrance of such a separation, as it lies nearly in the meridian of the
Gulf of Carpentaria’.31
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The scientiﬁc personnel who travelled with Flinders in the Investigator made
no comments in their letters or diaries about the possible existence of a dividing
strait, but the ship’s company did discuss this possibility. During the expedition,
Flinders recorded in his journal, when the expedition reached the south
Australian coast, that the ship’s company’s conjectures about ‘large rivers, deep
inlets, inland seas, and passages to the Gulph of Carpentaria’ were ‘the phrases
most current in our conversations’.32 Robert Brown, the botanist who sailed on
the Investigator expedition, implicitly accepted the possibility of a strait in a
comment made many years after the voyage had ended and Flinders had died.
Brown stated that Flinders’ devotion to geographical research in Australia was
to undertake ‘a complete survey of the coasts of New Holland, a country at that
time so imperfectly known that it was still uncertain whether it form’d one
great land or consisted of two or more islands’.33
Flinders, Hunter and King had indicated that there might be a dividing strait
that split New Holland and New South Wales into two separate landmasses.
Brown had implicitly accepted the same theory. A similar idea, as Gerritsen
noted, informed the surveying of the major French scientiﬁc expedition under
Baudin that explored Australia’s coastline at exactly the same time as the Investigator’s voyage. François Péron, a scientiﬁc ofﬁcer who sailed on the Baudin
expedition, explained that:
one of the objects more particularly recommended in our instructions, was,
to penetrate to the back of the Isles of St Pierre and St François and to reconnoitre very particularly that part of the continent that was concealed behind
this archipelago.34 On this point was supposed to be a strait, which intersecting New Holland into two large islands, would open into the end of
the Gulf of Carpentaria. On this point also, the best informed naturalists,
not supposing it at all probable that so large a continent should be entirely
without any rivers, have placed the mouth of such as they thought must be
somewhere in New Holland; and this hypothesis is authorised, we must
allow, by the immense gulf [i.e. Spencer Gulf] which is situated on the
south west coast of this vast continent. Unfortunately this ingenious supposition has not been supported by experience.35

The Baudin expedition’s production of the ﬁrst reasonably accurate chart of the
Victorian coast from Port Phillip westwards proved there was no entrance on
that coast to such a dividing strait.36
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Gerritsen rightly pointed out that the contemporary comments he cited
cannot be taken as evidence about the popularity of the idea circulating
about the existence of a north–south strait. Nor, to my knowledge, is there historical evidence that could determine whether the notion was popular or not.
Gerritsen used this line of argument, along with drawing attention to Flinders
being ultimately responsible for circulating this ‘myth’, for his own purposes, to
charge Flinders with misrepresentation in his letter to Banks to promote a substantial voyage of discovery to Australia.37 However, omitting the letter from
Hunter to Banks and two statements by King on this subject is signiﬁcant in
this regard. If one discounts the idea that the popularity of a strait dividing Australia cannot be proven or discounted, one can still make the point that Flinders
and the two governors of New South Wales at the time – the chief naval and
political ofﬁcers in the colony – were persuaded that the idea was worth pursuing through more extensive maritime exploration of Australia’s shores than had
yet occurred; that Robert Brown and members of Flinders’ ship’s company
were similarly persuaded; and that the French voyage of exploration under
Baudin also aimed to conﬁrm or disprove the supposition of the existence of
a strait.

II
Gerritsen’s article further argued that contemporary maps of Australia showed a
continuous coastline around the continent. His charge is that Flinders deliberately
tried to dangle a carrot to Banks’ curiosity by ignoring this basic geographical fact.
However, matters are not so simple as this. The Gulf of Carpentaria was the area
of Australia where Flinders thought it likely that a dividing strait would be
found.38 Flinders believed the seventeenth-century Dutch charting of the Gulf
was open to question. This is mentioned several times in the introduction to A
Voyage to Terra Australis, the magnum opus that Flinders published in 1814 to
describe and contextualise his circumnavigation of Australia. In his synthesis of
knowledge about Australia’s geography before his circumnavigation, Flinders
noted that ‘the real form of this gulph [of Carpentaria] remained in great doubt
with geographers’. The east side of the Gulf had been explored by the Dutch to
the latitude of 17° south, but ‘of the rest of the Gulph, no one could say, with
any conﬁdence, upon what authority its form had been given in the charts’.39
This no doubt referred to the fact that the logbook and other records from
Tasman’s second Australian voyage had disappeared (and have never been
located to this day).40 In another remark, Flinders suggested that ‘the apparent
37
38
39
40
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want of rivers has induced some persons to think, that Terra Australis might be
composed of two or more islands, as had been formerly suspected by the
Dutch, and by Dampier’.41
Gerritsen challenged the veracity of these comments, arguing that Flinders
was casting doubt on Dutch charting of the Gulf of Carpentaria where no
doubt was needed. The evidence to support this sceptical view of Flinders’
remarks lay, as Gerritsen viewed it, quite clearly in available cartographic evidence. Gerritsen searched the National Library of Australia’s holdings of maps
of Australia published between 1798 and 1802, and identiﬁed eight examples
that show the Gulf coast as continuous.42 His article reproduced copies of these
maps, and they do indeed show a continuous coastline for the Gulf of Carpentaria. We do not know for certain that Flinders knew of these maps, but it is
very likely, given his thorough preparation for all his voyages. Eight maps is
only the tip of the iceberg of the maps of Australia available in the public
domain in the 1790s, though many other contemporary maps would conﬁrm
Gerritsen’s point.43 But this is not really the correct methodological procedure
to follow on this matter. A more pertinent line of investigation is to explain
which maps Flinders took with him in the Investigator, and why their depiction
of the Gulf of Carpentaria differed from the maps in the eight examples cited
by Gerritsen.
A succinct summation of contemporary knowledge of Australian geography
and the accuracy or otherwise of the Dutch charting of the Gulf of Carpentaria is
relevant here. Europeans lacked conﬁrmation that Australia was a continent at
the beginning of the nineteenth century; though they realised it was an extensive
landmass, they knew relatively little about its shape and circumference. It was
generally considered that New Holland was a single continent, but this had not
been proven. Australia, along with Africa, represented what Dane Kennedy has
recently termed the last blank spaces in world geographic knowledge.44 Such
blankness helped to justify continuing voyages of discovery to the southern hemisphere.45 The shape of the world was a critical question in Enlightenment thinking: only accurate geographical ﬁeldwork, leading to improved, reliable mapping,
could provide a deﬁnitive answer.46
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Geographical understanding of Australia before Flinders sailed to New South
Wales in the mid-1790s was largely conﬁned to knowledge of its coastline, as the
interior had been barely explored except for the hinterland of Port Jackson.47
Some cartographers were suspicious of the accuracy of Dutch maps of Australia.
This was particularly the case with Aaron Arrowsmith, who published maps of
Terra Australis and many other parts of the world and who was the main map
publisher with whom Flinders was associated. Arrowsmith, regarded as the foremost British cartographer of his time, concentrated on producing large-scale maps
of the latest geographical discoveries in different parts of the world. He prided
himself on basing his cartography on veriﬁed facts based on ﬁeldwork by
explorers.48 He exercised precision in his mapmaking, eliminated geographical
speculation, and set great store by accurate data. More than most of his contemporaries, he altered his plates to introduce corrections when they were made
necessary by new data or to add new geographical discoveries as he became
aware of them.49
The emphasis on Arrowsmith is crucial in this context because Flinders
largely relied on Arrowsmith’s maps to provide accurate information on the
coastal geography of Australia. On the Investigator expedition, Flinders had
copies both of Arrowsmith’s Chart of the World on Mercator’s projection, exhibiting
all the new discoveries to the present time … (1790), and of his Chart of the Paciﬁc
Ocean (1798).50 These are the two major maps including Australia that Flinders
took with him on the voyage, apart from the Thévenot map mentioned
below.51 This means that he ignored most maps of Australia that were the
product of armchair geography. These, presumably, included the eight maps
that Gerritsen consulted in the National Library of Australia’s collections, none
of which are by Arrowsmith.
Flinders, like Cook before him, had a scientiﬁcally-based preference for
minimalist maps. In the years either side of 1800 Arrowsmith was the one
British cartographer basing his maps on scientiﬁc data about geographical discovery, and Flinders shared this passion for precise geographical knowledge. Alexander Dalrymple, the hydrographer to the Admiralty, had inﬂuenced both Flinders
and Arrowsmith. It may have been through him that Flinders and Arrowsmith
had ﬁrst become acquainted. Arrowsmith worked in the Hydrographic Ofﬁce
with Dalrymple in 1795 and 1796 and followed Dalrymple’s frequently
enunciated view that all unveriﬁed coastline should be rendered blank on
47
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maps.52 Flinders had visited Dalrymple in the Hydrographic Ofﬁce before setting
sail in the Investigator, and was provided with ‘every certain information relating
to New Holland’.53
Flinders shared Arrowsmith’s scepticism about the validity of existing cartographic representations of Australia’s coastline, and concurred that geographical
knowledge needed to be based on veriﬁable facts achieved through exploration.54
In particular, Flinders questioned the accuracy of the Dutch charting of the coastline of the Gulf of Carpentaria because of the absence of records from Tasman’s
voyage in this region. Flinders had on board the Investigator a translation of
Tasman’s printed instructions for his voyage made by Dalrymple.55 But the
Dutch map produced after the voyage was unsupported by other documentary
materials and, in Flinders’ words, ‘was considered little better than a representation of fairy land’.56 William Dampier, on a late seventeenth-century voyage
to western Australia, had used Tasman’s map, but he was critical of its accuracy.
He believed Tasman’s drawing of a continuous coastline for northwest Australia
omitted a series of islands and that somewhere behind Rosemary Island was an
extensive channel that connected with the southern and eastern coasts of Terra
Australis. Dampier suspected Tasman had not sailed as closely to the Australian
coast as his marked track indicated.57 No exploration or mapping of the Gulf of
Carpentaria had been undertaken between the voyages by Tasman and Flinders.
Flinders’ main source for the Gulf of Carpentaria on the Investigator
expedition was a map produced in 1663 by the French mapmaker Melchisédech
Thévenot, who had copied it from Joan Blaeu’s world map of 1648 on the ﬂoor of
the great hall of Amsterdam city hall.58 Dalrymple had supplied a copy of this map
to Flinders.59 The Thévenot map had been copied to form the basis of the bestknown British map of Terra Australis. This was Emanuel Bowen’s Hollandia
Nova-Terra Australis (1744), later published in Thomas Bankes’ New System of
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Geography (1785).60 This depicted a continuous coast for the Gulf of Carpentaria;
the shape of the east coast, unknown when the map was originally drawn, was
omitted.61 It was possible that the Gulf of Carpentaria coast existed as shown
on the Thévenot map, but it was equally possible that the Gulf was not a gulf
but an opening of a passage leading to the south.62 Signiﬁcantly, Arrowmith’s
Chart of the Paciﬁc Ocean (1798) had not marked the entire north coastline of Australia as being continuous.
Given Flinders and Arrowsmith’s reservations about the accuracy of Dutch
mapping of the Gulf of Carpentaria, and the fact that there was no accurate
mapping of Australia’s entire coastline, based on empirical investigation, before
the Investigator expedition, it is clear that Flinders was putting forward a legitimate
question in his letter to Banks of 6 September 1800 about the possibility of a
north–south strait dividing Terra Australis. That Gerritsen questioned the
motives of Flinders in making this suggestion by referring to a small selection
of maps he found in the National Library of Australia is to ignore the fact that,
as mentioned above, most maps of Australia in 1800 were based on theoretical
geography, and also to pay no attention to the one cartographer, Arrowsmith,
whose maps Flinders took with him on the Investigator. That Flinders failed,
during his circumnavigation, to ﬁnd such a strait, was a great disappointment
to him, as it would have been a major geographical discovery; but the fact that
he deﬁnitively proved that Terra Australis was a single landmass, not two landmasses, separated by a strait, was an important empirical ﬁnding about Australia’s
geography.

III
The above discussion has established that Gerritsen was misleading when he
suggested that Flinders’ reference to a strait dividing Australia was a deliberate
myth deployed to attract the attention of Banks. It has also shown that Gerritsen
was mistaken in suggesting that maps depicting a continuous coastline for the
Gulf of Carpentaria, with no evidence of such a strait, had settled this matter
before the Investigator’s voyage began. To be sure, the letter of 6 September was
an example of Flinders’ initiative and ambition: he wanted to gain recognition,
as his written remarks elsewhere suggest, as a notable maritime explorer.63 But
reference back to the contents of his letter will show that Flinders had broad,
legitimate questions about the shape and extent of Australia’s coastal geography
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that were of considerable importance for British imperial expansion. Some details
of these considerations can be supplied by way of conclusion.
One point worth noting, which Gerritsen slides over, is that Flinders’ letter
does not categorically state that he is exclusively suggesting a dividing strait
might be found in Australia. His words are as follows: ‘probably it will be
found, that an extensive strait separates New South Wales from New Holland
by the way of the Gulph of Carpentaria; or perhaps a southern gulph may only
peninsulate New South Wales’.64 Gerritsen ignored the last part of this sentence
in making his charges against Flinders. But, in this comment, Flinders demonstrated his knowledge of what was certainly known about Australia’s geography
in 1800. His scepticism about existing maps depicting the Gulf of Carpentaria, and
therefore his reliance on Arrowsmith’s maps, has already been discussed in detail.
But the reference to the possibility of a gulf penetrating Australia’s southern coast
reﬂected his knowledge that no maritime explorers had yet surveyed or mapped
that coast – known to contemporaries as ‘the unknown coast’ – beyond the
islands of St Peter and St Francis, which was the extremity of exploration by
seventeenth-century Dutch navigators. Since their investigations, which dated
back to the 1620s, no other European navigators had explored further along
that coast.65 Flinders knew that contemporary maps of Australia, in consequence,
often depicted the ‘unknown coast’ with either a blank or an undulating conjectural line, without any gulfs, that claimed no factual supporting basis.66
Flinders’ letter of 6 September, in fact, had the broader purpose of suggesting
that a thorough investigation of Australia’s coastal geography could have great
beneﬁts for British imperial endeavours in the southern hemisphere. ‘It cannot
be doubted’, Flinders observed in another section of his letter,
that a very great part of that still extensive country remains either totally
unknown, or has been partially examined at a time when navigation was
much less advanced than at present. The interests of geography and
natural history in general, and of the British nation in particular, seem to
require, that this only remaining considerable part of the globe should be
thoroughly explored.67

Apart from focusing on whether Australia was divided by a strait or had a deep
gulf penetrating its southern coast, Flinders also drew Banks’ attention to three
other signiﬁcant matters. First, advances in scientiﬁc knowledge would be possible if an expert in natural history could be sent on a voyage around Australia.
Second, navigation would beneﬁt from further knowledge of Torres Strait.
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Third, a circumnavigatory voyage could provide ﬁrmer knowledge about future
communications between settlements in Australia and the English East India
Company’s commerce.68
The overall content of Flinders’ letter to Banks, it can be seen, ranged much
more widely than just concentrating on the issue of a dividing strait. On the contrary, it offered a well-informed series of suggestions about the imperial and commercial advantages that could accrue to Britain by ﬁlling in gaps in the knowledge
of Australian navigation and geography. Gerritsen’s critique of Flinders’ letter
therefore represents an attempt to debunk a historical myth where, in fact, no
myth exists. Flinders, of course, did gain the backing of Banks and the Admiralty
to carry out a circumnavigation of Australia in the Investigator, and the voyage,
despite being curtailed before the west and northwest coasts of Australia could
be explored, owing to the unseaworthy state of the ship, made many signiﬁcant
ﬁndings about Australia’s coastal geography.69
Flinders’ detailed surveying and mapping of Australia’s coastal geography,
based on his hydrographical expertise, conﬁrmed many points he had raised in
his letter to Banks. He found there was no dividing strait through Australia,
and that the seventeenth-century Dutch mapping of the Gulf of Carpentaria
was broadly correct in outline though very deﬁcient in details of rivers and offshore islands. His meticulous charting and navigation, undertaken with the
latest scientiﬁc instruments in a running survey of Australia’s coast, were able
to establish those matters beyond doubt. Flinders navigated as close to the
shore as he could in the Investigator but undertook expeditions in a whaleboat
around many offshore islands where access was needed in a smaller vessel. He
compared his ﬁndings with books and charts already available for some parts of
the coast, notably making use of material on Cook’s voyage in the Endeavour
on the east coast in 1770. But most of his nautical surveying was based upon
his own meticulous ﬁeld research.70
Flinders showed, for the ﬁrst time, that two deep gulfs penetrated the south
Australian coast – Spencer Gulf and Gulf St Vincent. The existence of a gulf or
gulfs had been suggested as a possibility, as noted above, in his letter to Banks.
Flinders surveyed and mapped almost all of the ‘unknown coast’ save for a
small section where he was pre-empted by the rival French expedition under
Baudin.71 Flinders was the ﬁrst navigator to steer a safe passage through the
Great Barrier Reef, which he named. He found a navigable route through
Torres Strait that was important for future navigation; and he left instructions
about how this treacherous sea channel could be navigated safely. This helped
to promote Torres Strait as a viable shipping route in the nineteenth century
for ships sailing back from Australia to Europe, saving over a month’s sailing
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time by obviating the need for vessels to sail around the eastern end of New
Guinea into the Indian Ocean.72
Flinders took a party of scientiﬁc gentlemen with him in the Investigator, who
made important ﬁndings in botany and zoology, and who contributed to the
visual documentation of Australia’s ﬂora, fauna and landscape. The botanist
Brown gathered many specimens of plants, insects and birds that he brought
back to England for identiﬁcation and classiﬁcation. Numerous plants that he collected were deposited at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The written data that
Brown produced were deposited in the Natural History Museum, London.
Brown’s pioneering work on new genera and new species has continued to
this day, as botanists in London and Australia continue to beneﬁt from his ﬁeld
research. Ferdinand Bauer’s painstakingly prepared and exquisite colour drawings of Australian plants have been acclaimed for their three-dimensional
quality and botanical accuracy of the smallest parts of plant structure. William
Westall’s engraved paintings for A Voyage to Terra Australis and his drawings of
examples of Australian ﬂora and fauna have left a ﬁne artistic legacy from the
Investigator expedition.73
In 1814, Flinders eventually produced, after various misfortunes, a large twovolume account of his circumnavigation in A Voyage to Terra Australis, and a
detailed set of accompanying maps in an atlas that gave the most accurate depiction of Australia’s coastal geography ever assembled. The atlas was produced by
Arrowsmith, working in close conjunction with Flinders and Banks. Great care
was taken in both the volumes and the atlas to record Flinders’ navigational
and scientiﬁc ﬁndings as accurately as possible and to set them within the
context of prior voyages to Terra Australis stretching back to seventeenthcentury Dutch expeditions.74 Between 1814 and 1832, Arrowsmith produced
several updated editions of his Chart of the Paciﬁc Ocean, with additions to Flinders’
atlas.75
Rather than being someone who wished to perpetuate a historical myth, Flinders’ letter to Banks of 6 September 1800 and his subsequent career as a maritime
explorer demonstrate that he was motivated by a strong desire to cast aside conjectures and increase certain knowledge about Australia’s geography. To re-read
the letter is to remind oneself of the intelligence of Flinders’ grasp of what matters
still needed to be conﬁrmed. Flinders was consistent in following through the
plans he had outlined to Banks, and he combined scholarly research with
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active exploration to account for many previously unknown features of Australia’s coastal geography in a precise, illuminating way. Flinders’ career as a maritime explorer showed that he made substantial, lasting achievements that
provided new knowledge of Australia’s coastal geography based on accurate
hydrographical surveying and ﬁeld research.
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